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Bosch Group



Year of establishment

1886

Since 2020
Bosch locations 
worldwide has become 
carbon neutral

Bosch associates around 
the world

421K

468 locations 
worldwide

88.2bn in 2022
Sales revenue (Euro)

+12%

Energy & Building Technology

Industrial Technology

8%

8%

Four business sectors Share of sales

Mobility Solutions 60%

Consumer Goods 24%

Bosch Group 
Overview

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Overview of the Bosch GroupThe Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services. The company was set up in Stuttgart in 1886 by Robert Bosch (1861–1942) as “Workshop for Precision Mechanics and Electrical Engineering.”As of December 31, 2022, Bosch employed roughly 421,300 associates at its 460+ locations worldwide. In fiscal year 2022, the company generated sales of 88.2 billion euros. Its operations are divided into four business sectors: Mobility Solutions, Industrial Technology, Consumer Goods, and Energy and Building Technology. With its more than 400 locations worldwide, the Bosch Group has been carbon neutral since the first quarter of 2020. 



€1.0bn

€7.2bn
R&D 
spending

€4.9bn
Capital 
expenditure

€1.1bn

Bosch Group
Heavy upfront investment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Driven by innovativenessWhen putting our strategy into practice, we build on the Bosch culture, on our high level of innovativeness, which is also measured in terms of our research and development spending. We did so in spite of increasing our research and development spending by more than we grew our sales – by 1.1 billion euros to 7.2 billion euros, or from 7.8 percent to 8.2 percent of sales. The concerted effort we put into upfront investments is also reflected in the 1-billion-euro increase in capital expenditure to 4.9 billion euros; the capex to sales ratio rose to 5.6 percent, as compared to 5 percent in the previous year. 



1%5%
Bosch family Robert Bosch GmbH 

94%
Robert Bosch Stiftung

Shareholding Voting rights

7%
Bosch family 

93%
Robert Bosch
Industrietreuhand KG 

Bosch Group 
Ownership structure

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ownership structure of the Bosch GroupThe vast majority of company shares are held by Robert Bosch Stiftung, a charitable foundation, while the vast majority of voting rights are held by Robert Bosch Industrietreuhand KG, an industrial trust. The Bosch family holds around 7 percent of the voting rights. Robert Bosch Stiftung GmbH holds approximately 94%. The remaining shares are held by Robert Bosch GmbH and by a corporation owned by the Bosch family. The Robert Bosch Stiftung is one of the major foundations in Europe that is associated with a private company. Through its charitable activities, the Robert Bosch Stiftung contributes to the development of viable solutions to social challenges worldwide.The special ownership structure of Robert Bosch GmbH guarantees the entrepreneurial freedom of the Bosch Group, making it possible for the company to plan over the long term and to undertake significant upfront investments in the safeguarding of its future. 



Invented for life
We spark enthusiasm, enhance the quality of people’s lives with our products and solutions.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Invented for life: our ethosAs a company, our ultimate aim is to develop technologies that make life simpler and better. At Bosch, we sum this up in three simple words: “Invented for life.” With our focus firmly on society and the environment, we develop solutions that give people the key to tomorrow’s world: products that spark enthusiasm, that simplify everyday life, and that conserve natural resources.



Mobility Solutions

Energy & Building Technology

Consumer Goods

Industrial Technology 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our four business sectorsBased on our strategic imperatives “Invented for life”, the Bosch Group is leading in four business sectors: Mobility Solutions: Bosch is one of the leading automotive suppliers globally, with an extensive portfolio of hardware, electronics, systems solutions, software, and services for nearly every type of vehicle and powertrain. Our goal is to make mobility as safe, sustainable, and exciting as possible.Consumer Goods: With our home appliance and power tools businesses, we supplies smart, connected, and resource-conserving products and services for the home and garden, as well as for professional users in the trades and industry.Industrial Technology: As a pioneer in the domain of connected industry, Bosch is a leading supplier of software, systems, and components for a wide variety of manufacturing and logistics applications.Energy & Building Technology: Bosch has a broad portfolio of intelligent, connected, and efficiency-enhancing products, systems, and services for residential and commercial properties as well as of business management solutions.



Bosch has become the 
first carbon neutral

Since February 2020

global industrial enterprise

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Carbon neutral worldwide since 2020Bosch firmly believes that sustainability is the foundation for our success in business. This attitude characterizes the entire company and is reflected in our actions at all levels. Since 2020, Bosch has become the first global industrial enterprise to become completely carbon neutral. This means that our 400 administrative, research, and manufacturing locations around the globe when taken together no longer leave a carbon footprint. To reduce carbon emissions, four levers have been applied at Bosch: Increasing energy efficiencyExpanding renewable energy supplyProcuring green electricityOffsetting unavoidable carbon emissions.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Carbon reduction along the value chainTo extend our climate actions beyond the direct sphere of impact, we are aiming to save 15 percent of CO₂ emissions generated in the upstream and downstream stages of the value chain(scope 3) by 2030, compared to the baseline of 2018. This means reducing 67 million metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions. To achieve this goal, we have identified three activities that generate by far the most Scope 3 emissions: purchased goods and services, upstream and downstream transport and logistics, and product use.Purchased goods and services:Bosch is already striving to achieve a high level of sustainability in supply chains. We set up the new “Sustainability” category for our “Global Supplier Award” this year to encourage activities mitigating climate impact. When awarding procurement contracts, CO₂ emissions are to be taken into account as a criterion. Transportation and logistics:As logistics connect nods along the value chain, in the field of logistics, Bosch emphasizes transportation, with a focus on procurement optimization in the product creation process and large-scale production, as well as avoiding air transportation. Product use:Bosch products are already designed to be energy efficient. We are working in three directions that go hand-in-hand with one another: transforming the energy, shaping the product portfolio, and further increasing energy efficiency.



Bosch puts its faith in AIoT
By 2025, all Bosch solutions and products will 
either be embedded, developed or produced using 
artificial intelligence.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Putting faith in AIoTAIoT – the combination of artificial intelligence with the internet of things – is a cornerstone of our innovation strategy. Bosch is utilizing IoT and AI to merge the physical with the digital worlds. This is where our extensive domain knowledge comes into play: like no other company, we can combine it with our profound knowledge in electronics and software to unlock countless new benefits for people.Bosch is focused on industrial AI; intelligent algorithms combined with domain expertise in transportation, manufacturing, and buildings; applying its own strengths in the manufacturing of complex, physical objects together with the aim of applying AI to the world of objects.AI code of ethics: user acceptance will determine the extent to which humanity benefits from AI. Bosch’s AI code of ethics contains ethical and moral guidelines for engineers. Bosch is committed to delivering AI that people can trust. Trust is one of Bosch’s fundamental values and will become a mark of quality. It will be decisive for success in digital business.



future of mobility
Bosch is actively shaping the

to be personalized, automated, 
connected, and electrified

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Shaping the future of mobilityBosch has been a leading force in driving the transformation of the mobility industry, and has recognized the importance of personalization, automation, connectivity, and electrification (PACE) more than a decade ago. Bosch recognizes the need for electrification, automation, interconnection, and personalization. And have made tremendous efforts to meet these needs. Bosch’s contributions have had a profound impact on the automotive industry, attracting the attention and participation of many cross-border companies. The market demand for emerging smart electric vehicles is growing rapidly, and Bosch is at the forefront of this trend, helping to shape the future of mobility.Personalization: Combination of mobility solutions, especially taking people’s needs into accountAutomation: Bosch is paving the way towards accident-free transport with dual strategies for automated drivingConnectivity: Connectivity as enabler for new applications and business modelsElectrification: Growing trend toward electro-mobility



Hydrogen economy
Bosch is supplying solutions from fuel 
cells to components for electrolyzers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Pioneering in hydrogen economyOn the path to a climate-neutral future, Bosch is devoted our expertise to establish a hydrogen economy and has made heavy upfront investment in its development. Today, Bosch offers the technology needed for hydrogen use in various sectors, from fuel cells for mobile and stationary applications, hydrogen filling stations with compressors, to hydrogen produced in our own plants. In May 2022, Bosch further announced to enter the electrolyzer components business. Bosch is getting hydrogen-based technologies out of the laboratory and into industrial practice – onto the roads and into factories.



Factory of the future:
People and machines work together as the best 
kind of team, manufacturing products in a way that 
is transparent, efficient, and conserves resources.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Factory of the futureThe fourth industrial revolution is in full flow: Smart machines that are networked with one another are to be found in an ever-increasing number of mass production factories. Thanks to artificial intelligence and the Internet of Things (IoT), they work more efficiently and reliably than regular machinery. Industry 4.0 paves the way to the factory of the future and in doing so also makes new business models possible — for industries and companies worldwide. 



Bosch Taiwan



Year of establishment

1990

Bosch associates make 
“Invented for life” solutions 
possible

540

3 subsidiaries 

33.9bn in 2022
Sales revenue (NTD)

Taipei (corporate headquarters)

Taoyuan Taichung Kaohsiung

Locations in Taiwan

+24%

Double-digit growth in six consecutive years

AP functional offices in Taiwan
 Bosch eBike Systems Asia Pacific
 Bosch Security Engineering Center 
 Bosch MEMS & ASIC Packaging R&D 

Center
 Bosch Sensortec Purchasing Center

Bosch Taiwan 
Overview

4 R&D centers

21% associates 
working in research and 
development 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Overview of Bosch TaiwanEstablished in 1990, Bosch Taiwan ended its 2022 fiscal year with 33.9 billion NTD (1.08 billion euros) in consolidated sales, registering growth of 24% compared to the previous year. Active in all business sectors, Bosch’s business momentum reflects the strengths and opportunities of the local market, especially with Mobility Solutions and Consumer Goods. The number of associates employed at Bosch in Taiwan stood at around 540, out of which 21% associates in Taiwan work in the field of research and development. 



Bosch Taiwan 
Active in four business sectors

Mobility Solutions
 Original Equipment
 Automotive Aftermarket
 MEMS Sensors
 eBike Systems

Consumer Goods
 Home Appliances
 Power Tools

Industrial Technology
 Drive and Control 

Technology

Energy and Building 
Technology
 Building Technologies

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bosch Taiwan: active in four business sectorsBosch Taiwan is active in the four business sectors of the Bosch Group: Mobility Solutions, Consumer Goods, Industrial Technology, Energy and Building Technology.Mobility SolutionsDivisions in Taiwan: Original Equipment, Automotive Aftermarket, MEMS Sensors, and eBike SystemsMore about Mobility Solutions:Mobility Solutions is the largest Bosch Group business sector. This makes Bosch one of the leading automotive suppliers. The Mobility Solutions business sector pursues a vision of mobility that is safe, sustainable, and exciting, and combines the group’s expertise in the domains of personalization, automation, electrification, and connectivity. In strategic terms, the business sector is focusing on its role as a supplier of automotive components and subsystems as well as on the mobility lifecycle business involving operators of vehicle fleets and mobility platforms. As a supplier of automotive technology, the business sector offers its customers integrated mobility solutions in the following main areas of business: injection technology and powertrain peripherals for internal-combustion engines, diverse solutions for powertrain electrification, vehicle safety systems, driver-assistance and automated functions, technology for user-friendly infotainment as well as vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication, repair-shop concepts, and technology and services for the automotive aftermarket. The mobility lifecycle business involves additional products and services for fleet operators, such as regular data acquisition, over-the-air software updates, and smart battery-charging systems. The business sector also includes activities involving two-wheelers, commercial and off-highway vehicles, and engineering services.Consumer GoodsDivisions in Taiwan: Home Appliances and Power ToolsMore about Consumer Goods:The Power Tools division is a supplier of power tools, power-tool accessories, and measuring technology. The division has an extensive product range aimed at professional users in trade and industry, the DIY market, and amateur crafters. The range includes power tools and garden tools. One of the division’s focal points is convenient, high-performance cordless tools, and increasingly also web-enabled tools and services. The key pillars of the Power Tools strategy are innovativeness, continuing digitalization, strong brands, and expansion of business in emerging markets. User-centered innovations are playing a major role in this. The Consumer Goods business sector also includes BSH Hausgeräte GmbH, which offers a broad range of modern, energy-efficient, and increasingly connected household appliances. Its product portfolio that ranges from washing machines and tumble dryers through refrigerators and freezers, stoves, ovens, extractor hoods, and dishwashers, to small appliances such as vacuum cleaners, coffee makers, and food processors.Industrial TechnologyDivision in Taiwan: Drive and Control TechnologyMore about Industrial Technology:The Industrial Technology business sector includes the Drive and Control Technology division, which specializes in drive and control technologies for efficient, powerful, and safe movement in machines and systems of any type and size. The division combines global application experience in the market segments of mobile applications, plant construction and engineering, and factory automation. With intelligent components, customized system solutions, and services, Drive and Control Technology creates the necessary environment for fully connected applications. The division offers its customers hydraulics, electric drives and controls, gear technology, and linear motion and assembly technology, including software and interfaces to the internet of things. Energy and Building TechnologyDivision in Taiwan: Building TechnologiesMore about Energy and Building Technology:The Building Technologies division has two areas of business: the global product business for security and communications solutions, and the regional system integration business, offering solutions and customized services for building security, energy efficiency, and building automation, with a focus on commercial buildings and infrastructure projects. The product portfolio encompasses video-surveillance, intrusion-detection, fire-detection, and voice-alarm systems, as well as access control and professional audio and conference systems. 



1990 2000 2002 2006 2011 2012 2014 2016 2020

Establishment 
of Bosch 
Representative 
Office in Taiwan

First Taiwan 
Automotive Service 
Station in Taipei

Acquisition of Philips’ 
Procom Security and 
Imaging Taiwan Co. Ltd.  
and establishment of Bosch 
Security Systems Co. Ltd.

Bosch acquires 100 
percent share of joint 
venture Bosch Rexroth 
Co. Ltd. in Taiwan

Establishment of 
trade good center for 
security systems and 
video systems

Establishment of Robert 
Bosch Taiwan Co. Ltd. 
as Taiwan headquarters

Establishment of 
R&D center for 
security systems 
products

Bosch Sensortec
starts sales 
operation in Taiwan

Acquisition of sales and 
marketing activities of 
Melchers' power tool 
division in Taiwan

Establishment of IP 
camera R&D center as 
Asia Pacific headquarters

Establishment of the Asia 
Pacific Security Systems 
headquarters for buy for 
resale activities

Establishment of R&D 
center of cloud and 
Internet of Things (IoT) 
for intrusion systems

Establishment of 
Bosch Rexroth Co. 
Ltd. as joint venture 
in hydraulic pumps 
and linear motion 
technology 

2007 2008

Acquisition of the household 
appliance division of Achelis
Taiwan to establish the BSH 
Home Appliances Private Limited

2013

Establishment of the Asia 
Pacific headquarters of 
packaging activities for MEMS 
(micro-electromechanical 
system) sensors

Establishment of R&D 
center for ASIC (Application 
Specific Integrated Circuit) 
packaging

2018

Establishment of 
eBike Systems Asia 
Pacific headquarters 
in Taichung, Taiwan

2021

Establishment of 
R&D center for 
eBike systems

Bosch Taiwan 
Milestones

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Milestone of Bosch TaiwanSince its establishment in 1990, Bosch has marked significant milestones in the past 32 years. Through continuous investment in more than three decades, we have expanded our footprints in business and built up research and development expertise in various key areas.



Bosch Taiwan
Cultivation of local talents

Bosch Taiwan is home 
to 4 R&D teams
From video surveillance systems, MEMS & 
ASIC packaging to eBike systems, engineering 
expertise of Bosch Taiwan continues to grow

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Home to 4 R&D teamsWe can all agree that Taiwan is the cradle of engineering talents. From video surveillance systems to MEMS packaging, associates working in R&D made up more than one-fifth of the total headcounts of Bosch Taiwan last year. In 2021, Bosch eBike Systems set up an R&D team in Taiwan to cater to the needs of the bike ecosystem. Last year, the team further expanded its hardware and software engineering expertise, to support industrial transformation.



Bosch Taiwan 
Shaping inspiring workplace

Smart work facilitates 
work-life balance

Awarded Badge of Accredited 
Healthy Workplace since 2016

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Shaping inspiring workplaceBack in the office, we are dedicated to shaping an inspiring workplace. During the pandemic, the way of working and collaborating has changed dramatically, and our experiences showed that teamwork can also be successful virtually. In that, Bosch has adopted a new culture of collaboration and leadership with Smart Work, enabling associates to organize workday and work location in the way they deem best and in a flexible manner using modern technology. By adopting hybrid form works, both associates and executives have the freedom to create their own schedules for more control and a better work–life balance. At Bosch Taiwan, teams are free to decide how they want to work. They can jointly come up with the best collaboration model for themselves – in line with their tasks and operational requirements. The wellbeing of our associates is integrated into Bosch’s strategy and values. Bosch Taiwan places associates’ health at the forefront and continuously promoting health consciousness with a variety of events. Owing to our efforts and associates’ joint contributions, Bosch Taiwan has been awarded badge of Accredited Healthy Workplace by Health Promotion Administration, Ministry of Health and Welfare since 2016. 



Bosch Taiwan 
Social responsibility

Commitment to 
social responsibility
With the focus on society, 
environment, and associates

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Commitment to social responsibilityBosch is committed to achieving sustainable development. The company not just strikes a balance between environmental and financial responsibilities to businesses but makes every effort to protect the natural resources which present and future generations depend on. We have devoted to assuming social responsibility at all levels, including corporate management, environment and climate, associates and our society:Environment: Aside from being an integral part of the climate actions of the Bosch Group, Bosch Taiwan has been dedicated to participating external activities to promote sustainability awareness. We brought the concept of carbon neutrality into the classroom by joining the CSR day held by German Trade Office Taipei and advocated sustainable living via interactive games at the German Christmas market.Society: Bosch Taiwan acts prudently and responsibly to carry out our social responsibility and bring benefits to the local community. In 2013, Bosch Taiwan launched the “You Made My Day” program, a long-term charitable program to demonstrate social caring in Taiwan.Associates: Bosch Taiwan bears a special responsibility for our associates which includes employee care and talent cultivation.We continuously promoting health conscious by organizing multiple internal events and creating a life-long learning environment to help associates cultivate their full potentials.



This presentation and all information and documents in any 
oral, hardcopy or electronic form prepared specifically for it 
has been prepared by, or on behalf of, Bosch Taiwan. Any 
unauthorized use of the Information is strictly prohibited. A 
user is not authorized to copy, circulate, disclose, 
disseminate or distribute the Information, either whole, or in 
part, to any third party, unless first explicitly agreed by 
Bosch Taiwan.

Bosch Taiwan 
Corporate Website

Bosch Taiwan 
LinkedIn

Bosch Taiwan 
YouTube Channel

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Follow usKeep in touch with us! For more information and updates about Bosch Taiwan, please follow us on:Our corporate website: https://www.bosch.com.tw/Our LinkedIn page: https://www.linkedin.com/company/bosch-taiwan/Our YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/c/BoschTaiwan1990
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